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Please the attached comments from the Victim Rights Center of Connecticut. 

BARBARA CURATOLO 

Associate Attorney 

Pronouns: she, her, hers 

Victim Rights Center of Connecticut 

A Program of Connecticut Alliance to End Sexual  Violence 

P.O. Box 631, Wallingford, CT 06492 

office: 203-350-3515 I work cell: 860-951-9837 I fax: 203-745-0073 
I  barbara@endsexualviolencect.org 

We joined forces with The Alliance!  Learn more here.  I  Website  I  Facebook  I Twitter I  Instagram 

Our mission is to create communities free of sexual violence and provide culturally affirming trauma-
informed advocacy and prevention centered on the voices of survivors. 

The Alliance's staff and attorneys are working remotely and our physical office space is 
not open to the public. We are responding to all via email and voice mail. To reach us, 
please call (860-282-9881), or contact a staff person directly. 



All direct services through our member centers are free and confidential. Call our statewide 24/7 
toll-free hotlines to speak with a certified sexual assault crisis counselor: 1-888-999-5545 for 
English, 1-888-568-8332 para Espanol. 

Los empleados y abogados de The Alliance continuan trabajando remotamente desde 
sus casas, ya que nuestras oficinas fisicas no estan abiertas al pUblico. Estamos 
respondiendo a correos electrOnicos y mensajes de voz. Para comunicarse con 
nosotros, favor de Ilamar al (860) 292-9881 o comuniquese directamente con un 
empleado o abogado. 

Nuestras lineas de auxilio continaan trabajando 24/7. Si usted o su familia tienen una 
emergencia, favor de Ilamar a la linea gratuita estatal, disponible para victimas, usted 
sera conectado al centro de crisis de violencia sexual mas cercano a usted. Favor de 
Ilamar al: en espatiol 1-888-568-8332 o en ingles 1-888-999-5545. 

We Stand With All Survivors: Our advocates and member centers provide free and confidential help and advocacy 
to survivors regardless of age, immigration status, race, ethnicity, nationality, sexual orientation, gender identity or 
expression, or religious or spiritual beliefs. 
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June 11, 2021 

Submitted via email to T9Pub1icHearing@ed.gov 

RE: Office of Civil Rights hearing pursuant to Executive Order 14021, Guaranteeing an 
Educational Environment Free from Discrimination on the Basis of Sex, Including Sexual 
Orientation or Gender Identity 

The Victim Rights Center of Connecticut ("VRCCT") is submitting the following comments to the 
Department of Education's Office for Civil Rights to respectfully request changes to the rule entitled 
"Nondiscrimination on the Basis of Sex in Education Programs or Activities Receiving Federal 
Financial Assistance" made under then-Secretary Betsy DeVos. 

Title IX, with its purpose to protect equal access to education, applies to campus sexual harassment, 
including sexual assaults, because the impact of sexual harassment and sexual assault is devastating 
and can make it impossible to succeed in school, result in severe emotional and mental health 
problems, and create serious financial concerns if a school does not provide counseling services and 
other services needed for recovery. Students cannot learn in an environment where they feel unsafe, 
and the number of students who experience sexual assault or harassment on campus that drop out or 
are expelled for lower grades is unconscionable. These students are then not only denied their right to 
equal access to education, but often left burdened with student loan debt for the education that they did 
not receive. The Title IX grievance process's potential for reducing gender-based discrimination in 
schools cannot be overstated. But the DeVos rule is inhibiting Title IX's intended operation, and fails 
survivors, the campuses they occupy, and the efficacy of the Title IX process in multiple ways. We 
strongly encourage that the Department to correct this injustice and implement new guidance to restore 
Title IX's purpose. 

Provision 106.45(b)(6)(i) creates a reporting process that ultimately works to retraumatize a 
victim and thus makes it virtually impossible to achieve justice for sexual assault survivors. 

The DeVos rule causes evidentiary confusion that results in ramifications for the victim and 
advantages for the offender through provision 106.45(b)(6)(i). This provision prohibits the decision 
maker from relying on statements made by a party or witness who does not submit to cross-
examination in a postsecondary institution live hearing. The provision's language states that a 
party or witness does not submit to cross-examination at a live hearing, the decision maker(s) must not 
rely on any statement of that party or witness in reaching a determination regarding responsibility." As 
a result of this provision, any prior statements made admitting to committing sexual violence, whether 
they were made via text to friends, to the police, to investigators, or to witnesses, are inadmissible if 
the offender chooses not to be cross-examined, which is contrary to any other aspect of law where a 
party's admissions against interest can be admitted. Whereas this provision has the reverse effect for 
victims. A victim has to be cross-examined in order to move forward and tell their side of the story. If 
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a victim is not cross-examined then any of their statements that describe the sexual violence will not be 
admitted, and they are left with no hope of the offender being held accountable or receiving any 
remedy from the school for the harm they experienced. Thus this provision creates an unequal hearing 
process that allows offenders to escape accountability and forces victims into a retraumatizing position 
of being cross-examined. 

Additionally, the rationale behind 106.45(b)(6)(i) is flawed because it relies on the idea that the 
original Title IX provisions swung the pendulum of justice too far toward the victim's favor. This 
concern is not rooted in fact or research. According to the National Sexual Violence Resource Center 
(NSVRC), only 2%-10% of reports are false accusations, however the exact number is unclear 
"because much of the research conducted on the prevalence of false allegations of sexual assaults are 
unreliable because of inconsistencies with definitions and methods employed to evaluate date." The 
rationale behind the provision is also flawed because it presumes that victims are reporting more 
sexual assaults than are actually happening when research actually tells us that only 12% of victims 
report at all. The new Title IX regulations are based on the premise that colleges overreach and the 
original process wasn't fair to the accused, yet instead of creating a more equal system that afford 
parties their due process rights, the new regulations deter victims from reporting and create an 
environment where sexual violence can continue. 

The provision at issue should be removed from the Title IX regulations and the typical hearsay rules 
should apply to the offender's statements. Sexual violence almost always occurs behind closed doors. 
The mere nature of the crime increases the importance of statements being admissible regardless of 
whether the party submits to adversarial cross-examination. 

Moreover, cross-examination by non-attorney advisors is harmful to survivors and does not aid 
accurate decision-making. Notably, under the DeVos rule, postsecondary schools must allow a 
respondent's advisor of choice—even a parent, family member, or friend with no legal training—to 
cross-examine the complainant. Allowing non-attorneys personally interested in the outcome of a case 
to perform this role carries a high risk of retraumatization and meager truth-seeking value. 

The neutral hearing officer system, in which a neutral hearing officer asks relevant questions chosen 
from those submitted by the parties, is better suited to the Title IX process than cross-examination. 
Specifically, it meets the goal of adjudicating these incidents in a gentler and nonadversarial manner 
than the criminal system. Shame, blame, and re-traumatization are all inherent in cross-examination 
and for student survivors of sexual violence, the prospect of being cross-examined can deter them from 
reporting. A neutral hearing officer, on the other hand, is better suited to ask relevant questions while 
avoiding retraumatitization, which sufficiently serves the purposes of cross-examination without 
actually making parties endure cross-examination. However, guidelines should be implemented to 
ensure neutrality—especial in instances where a hearing officer is employed by the school, as findings 
against the complainant are often preferred by institutions. 
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Alternatively, if cross-examination is indispensable, the current advisor system must end. Advisors 
with no legal training will struggle to apply the evidentiary rules that could make cross-examination 
worthwhile, and their personal interest in the outcome may even further negatively impact the 
complainant's well-being and the integrity of the process. In sexual violence cases, where advocates 
are more likely to attack a victim's character on grounds that do not make it more or less likely that the 
assault occurred, distinguishing between relevant and irrelevant questions is particularly important. 
There are recognized limits to what kinds of cross-examination questions actually serve to get at the 
truth. Even if the hearing officer directs that the question not be answered, this does not protect the 
victim from being retraumatized by the question. These issues are further exacerbated when advisors 
are personally concerned with the outcome of the hearing. Being questioned by someone close to the 
respondent not only carries a high risk of retraumatization, but the questions are less likely to be 
skillfully aimed at truth-gathering, and more likely to be aimed at degrading the character of the 
victim. 

Furthermore, the alternative of being examined by an attorney advisor is also not conducive to the 
purpose of Title IX as it does not remove the risk of retraumatization. Not only does the prospect of 
being cross-examined by an attorney further deter victims from reporting, but the non-attorney 
advisors that are available to the victim through the school, or otherwise free of charge, are unequipped 
to counsel victims and cross-examine offenders to the same extent and effectiveness of a trained 
attorney, leaving the victim at a disadvantage. In addition, in our experience there have been situations 
where schools actively discourage victims from obtaining counsel, resulting in a severe disadvantage 
when the offender has had legal counsel from the beginning of the process. This disadvantage is 
furthered when the victim does not have trained counsel to perform the cross-examination. 

The Devos rule unjustly narrows the definition of sexual harassment in an attempt to protect 
culpable individuals and limit the number and scope of campus investigations. 

The DeVos rule inappropriately narrows the scope of sexual harassment, effectively limiting the 
instances in which victims may seek justice. Sexual harassment is now defined under Title IX as "any 
unwelcome conduct that a reasonable person would find so severe, pervasive and objectively offensive 
that it denies a person equal educational access." The guidance more broadly defined sexual 
harassment as any unwelcome conduct of a sexual nature including unwelcome sexual advances, 
requests for sexual favors, and other verbal, nonverbal, or physical conduct of a sexual nature. 

Sexual harassment is so pervasive across educational institutions that the Department of Education 
should have a vested interest in expanding their ability to make these institutions a safer place for 
students to learn. Not only does this narrowed definition further erode the rights of individuals brave 
enough to seek justice from a system which historically fails to protect them, but it even goes so far as 
to expressly prohibit educational institutions from investigating or pursing complaints of sexual assault 
or harassment that fail to meet the narrowly tailored criteria. Title IX should not bar students from 
reporting sexual harassment before it reaches the arbitrary threshold of "so severe, pervasive and 
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objectively offensive." Sexual harassment and assault are already severely underreported, and Title IX 
regulations should seek to increase victims' access to justice rather than stifling the voices of victims 
by limiting the instances in which they are permitted to speak out. New Title IX guidance should 
return to the broader definition of sexual harassment in an effort to put a stop of these unwelcome 
sexual advances before the victim is subjected to unwelcome conduct that is "severe, pervasive, and 
offensive" enough to be deemed worthy of investigating. The current narrow definition is a thinly 
veiled attempt to minimize the seriousness of the effects of sexual harassment which takes power away 
from victims and leaves them without an adequate path to justice or equal access to education. 

The DeVos rule which allows schools to implement a clear and convincing standard of proof turn 
the already grueling process of reporting sexual harassment into an impossibly cruel 
undertaking. 

The DeVos rule stipulates that educational institutions are allowed to determine individually whether 
to use a "preponderance of the evidence" or "clear and convincing" standard as the burden of proof, so 
long as they apply the same standard across all complaints. The previous burden of proof standard in 
Title IX hearings was based on the preponderance of the evidence, meaning that the victim must prove 
that it is more likely than not that the harassment or assault occurred. If educational institutions elect to 
broadly implement the clear and convincing standard, evidence presented by the victim must be highly 
and substantially more likely true than not. 

In a space in which victims are already prone to face sexism, skepticism, and criticism, the shift 
towards implementing the clear and convincing standard inequitably gives more weight to the interest 
of the accused individual than to the story of the victim. Allowing educational institutions to choose 
between these two standards is incredibly dangerous as institutions have a vested interest in not finding 
their accused students responsible for sexual harassment and assault. Schools already lack incentive to 
do right by victims of sexual harassment, and allowing them to implement a clear and convincing 
standard provides them with a path by which they may create another hurdle for victims, effectively 
safeguarding their reputation and protecting themselves from implication in future litigation. By 
choosing to increase the burden of proof from preponderance of evidence to clear and convincing, 
schools are able to create for themselves the ability to fall back on insufficient evidence, at the expense 
of victims. 

Sexual harassment and assault are severely underreported due in part to the great deal of barriers 
victims face when reporting their assaults, including the fact that often the only evidence of the crime 
is their own personal account. Therefore, the clear and convincing standard appears to be 
insurmountable for many victims. Not only does this further discourage victims from coming forward 
out of fear that they could not meet such a high standard, but it insinuates that there is a higher value in 
limiting the potential harm to the accused student than remedying the harm that was already done to 
the victim. This skepticism is demonstrably unwarranted, as false accusations of sexual assault and 
harassment are proven to be extremely low. So often survivors of sexual harassment feel that the only 
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way to escape their offenders is to abandon their studies and leave their university or institution. New 
Title IX guidance should reassure victims that the goal of Title IX is not to protect offenders from the 
consequences of their actions, but to protect victims and their right to education, by restoring the 
burden of proof to the previous preponderance of the evidence standard. 

For the foregoing reasons, we strongly request reversal of the DeVos rule that is actively harming 
student victims of sexual violence impeding the purpose of Title IX. Thank you for considering these 
comments, and please contact us to provide any additional information you might need. We look 
forward to your response. 
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